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ABSTRACT
A panel of JMP invited speakers and JMP users will each present a viewpoint on JMP software, JMP usage, and JMP user and management training. We will discuss the importance of management visibility, user group possibilities, and JMP training within your enterprise and in the community. You, the audience, will be an important part of the lively discussion that follows.

WELCOME, INTRODUCTION, NEWS AND COMMENTS
Each panelist takes two minutes:
- Their JMP involvement
- Their data applications
- Enterprise Vision/Mission
- How JMP supports objectives
- Experiences in JMP training
- Other thoughts/inspirations

QUESTIONS, ANSWERS, AND DISCUSSION
Planned discussion lead by the moderator:
1. Current usage;
2. Inhouse training;
3. Management; and
4. What you expect from JMP in the future.
Panelists will discussion questions from the audience.
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